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Abstract: 

With the advent growth of sensitive information on cloud, Cloud security is getting more important than even before. Cloud 

computing is a type of computing that relies on sharing computing resources rather than having local server, or personal devices to 

handle applications. The cloud computing aim to providing IT as a service to the cloud user on demand basis with greater flexibility, 

availability, reliability, and scalability with utility computing model. Millions of users, use a cloud computing for various purpose, 

therefore security and data protection on the cloud is a major concern. The future of cloud is to expand the use of application, and 

providing more privacy and authentication .We proposed a secure data model, where the information/data was encrypted/decrypted 

using asymmetric key mechanism, thus ensuring data confidentiality and security .The AES(Advance Encryption/ Decryption 

Standard)were used before data uploaded on the cloud ,after that only precision and privacy we used  in LHS, Index Construction ,and 

Ranking .In this project, for the first time ,we defined and solved the challenging problem of  secure data storage over cloud  using 

content features processing .The search of a multi keywords performed on the real time data set, data owner was selected the group of 

data or category from the data set that can be ie education, technology, enter terminate ,politicians ,sports etc . Search was through 

keywords having customized algorithm contains the LHS (sensitive hashing),index construction, ranking for result based on high 

frequency TFidf tags were used to make the execution successful. To improve more searching and security on the data we further 

extend these two scheme to support more search and secure semantics. 

 

Index terms: virtual private cloud, multi key word search, real world data set, searchable encryption, indexing construction, ranking 

search. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1-Application and need of project: 

Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand 

network access to a shared pool of configurable computing 

resources (e.g., networks, servers, storage, applications, and 

services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released with 

minimal management effort or service provider interaction. 

Cloud computing resources are available when needed, and you 

pay for their use in much the same way as for household 

utilities. In the same way, shared cloud resources can be used by 

others when not used by you. Cloud computing has five essential 

characteristics. They are on-demand self-service, broad network 

access, resource pooling, rapid elasticity, and measured service 

.One of the deployment model of  a cloud are private cloud. The 

private cloud infrastructure is operated solely for an 

organization. It may be managed by the organization or a third 

party and may exist on-premise or off-premise. Using this virtual 

private cloud, significant capital investment is required. The 

virtual cloud impacts on, file storage and sharing, cloud 

database, CRM, emails ,file backup, web hosting, Ecommerce 

etc. To protect the data of enterprise level and personal level 

information need to be secure from unsolicited access in the 

cloud for example, Information, documents, email, pictures, 

financial transaction, health   records. The data needs to be 

encrypted by data owner before outsourcing to public cloud. To 

prevent the data from unauthorized accessing, data user can 

decrypted the data from another key. Cloud computing along 

with asymmetric key technique with real time data set fulfill the 

purposed of scalable project. Ranking search system enable the 

user to meet the most similar information fast rather than sorting 

the contents information. For supporting the ranked search 

process with 100% result multi keyword search is the best .To 

provide security with the  storage processing on cloud is a 

challenging task which includes many other requirement  like 

cosine  similarity, index construction and many others. The need 

of a project depend on the two major algorithm, searching 

algorithm mechanism and Security (AES), which  will be 

performed on the 20news group data set to get the 100% 

accuracy in the result. 

 

1.2-Literatury Survey: 

Searching  

Search over encrypted data is a technique of great interest in the 

cloud computing era, because many believe that sensitive data 

has to be encrypted before outsourcing to the cloud servers in 

order to ensure user data privacy. In the literature many privacy 

preserving multi-keyword search requirements are defined in the 

cloud. The privacy preserving requirements are as follows:  

 

Survey of searchable encryption 

In the literature, searchable encryption is a helpful technique that 

treats encrypted data as documents and allows a user to securely 

search through a single keyword and retrieve documents of 

interest. However, direct application of these approaches to the 

secure large scale cloud data utilization system would not be 

necessarily suitable, as they are developed as crypto primitives 

and cannot accommodate such high service-level requirements 

like system usability, user searching experience, and easy 
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information discovery. Although some recent designs have been 

proposed to support Boolean keyword search as an attempt to 

enrich the search flexibility, they are still not adequate to provide 

users with acceptable result ranking functionality .Our early 

works have been aware of this problem, and provide solutions to 

the secure ranked search over encrypted data problem but only 

for queries consisting of a single keyword. How to design an 

efficient encrypted data search mechanism that supports multi-

keyword semantics without privacy breaches still remains a 

challenging open problem. 

 

TABLE.1. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Sr.No Title Author Year Work Done 

1 Privacy-Preserving 

Multi-Keyword 

Ranked Search over 

Encrypted Cloud 

Data 

Ning 

Cao,Cong 

Wang 

January 

2014-IEEE 

Transaction 

Algorithm:-Index privacy, keyword privacy, 

Access pattern. 

Security:-Cryptography, Single searchable 

Encryption. 

Database:-Static data set 

2 Enabling Secure and 

Efficient Ranked Keyword 

Search over Outsourced 

Cloud Data 

Dan 

Boneh,Giovanni 

Di Crescenzo 

August 

2011-IEEE 

Transaction 

Algorithm:-Searchable Encryption, Order 

preserving mapping, Cloud Computing. 

Security:-Confidential Data, Symmetric Key. 

Data base:-One to many order preserving 

mapping. 

3. Secure Ranked Keyword 

Search over Encrypted 

Cloud Data 

Ayad 

Ibrahim 

9-11 Sept. 

2010 

International 

Conference 

Algorithm:-Inverted Index, Rank Function. 

Security:-Boolean Keywords search, SSE 

(Symmetric search encryption). 

4. Toward Secure and 

Dependable 

Storage Services in Cloud 

Computing 

Qian Wang 

Cong Wang, 

April-June 2012 

IEEE Transaction 

Algorithm:-Data integrity, dependable 

distributed storage. 

Security:-error localization. 

Data base:-Dynamic data 

5. Similarity Search in High 

Dimensions via Hashing 

 

Rajeev 

Motwaniz 

Sept 2013 

IEEE paper 

Algorithm:- Nearest Neighbor 

Search(NNS),Locality sensitive hashing(LHS). 

Security:-Symmetric key. 

Data base:-Dynamic data set. 

 

1.3 Outline of the current work 

20news group dataset:-The 20 Newsgroups data comes in a 

format of one file per document and objective of dataset is that 

documents are normally represented using words. Terms and 

concepts .In this dataset, each document is a posting that was 

made to one of 20 different Usenet newsgroups. Our goal is to 

predict which newsgroup document a given keyword belongs to. 

There is 20 different group having sub category like sport, news, 

religions ,technology etc. which help to run your project in the 

real world environment, provide multi keywords to search and 

get accurate result. Ulteo virtual private cloud:-Ulteo will be 

used as a Virtual Private Cloud Environment 

 

 It is an open source centralized computing. 

 

 It can be used as virtual cloud. 

 

 It is easily available for any OS platforms. 

 

 Integrated storage and processing. 

 

AES (Asymmetric key) Algorithm:- private key is normally 

encrypted and protected with a passphrase or password before 

the private key is transmitted or sent. When you receive an 

encrypted private key, you must decrypt the private key.  

 

1.4 Scope of the Intended Work 

The work which store under the Ulteo virtual cloud computing, 

having real time data set used, secure that transaction and access 

through encryption and decryption (Asymmetric key) technique 

at both side from data owner and data user. The multi keyword 

search in the document, perform the index construction and then 

ranking. To list the document having high frequency count and 

TFidf help to make your work not only dynamic but also provide 

the excellent security and searching mechanism. Customized 

search algorithm from file uploading step under the data owner 

module to till file downloading (data user) encryption/decryption 

key all having great scope at Enterprise level, education purpose, 

Learning purpose ,technical training ,banking transaction and 

document storage etc. 

 

2. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

In the existing project, work on semi trusted server or a paid 

sever cloud which is not most likely by the enterprise and 

personal level storage .The semi trusted server having risk to 

store a large amount of data and information .The database are 

not in the real time world which cannot give you the accurate 

result of your multi key words search. Because of not using the 

real time data set all the document and data which uploaded 

from data owner side to access by the data user was not 

guaranteeing a correct keywords and documentation. The 

security of a uploaded data from data owner side using 

encryption key to till accessing and downloading the data from 

data user side decryption key both using a single key, which is 

less secure and performance get decrease.  
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Figure.1. Architecture of the search over encrypted cloud data 

 

3. PROPOSED WORK 

 
Figure.2.Proposed Work Flow 

 

In this proposed work flow, will going to explain the entire work 

flow of a project. The work start from the real time data using by 

two major modules, data owner and data user. The following 

will see each flow of a project, given in the proposed flow chart. 

The proposed work flow is following: The 20news group data 

set ,is a real time data set used in our project. The working with 

real time data set(20news group) give a guarantee to get the 

accurate and correct result with no duplication and error for 

keywords search. The 20 Newsgroups data comes in a format of 

one file per document and objective of dataset is that documents 

are normally represented using words. In this dataset, each 

document is a posting that was made to one of 20 different 

Usenet newsgroups. Our goal is to predict which newsgroup 

document a given keyword belongs to. The data owner picks the 

data from the data set and upload using secrete key. 
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I. Data owner module flow: 

 
 

Figure.3. Data Owner sending and uploading encrypted data 

 

The work start from Data owner side, the data owner has 

following attribute which complete its performs: 

1. Login Module 

2. Data upload Module 

3. View file (search) 

4. File share 

 

Login Module: 

Data Owner need to login on the portal in order to upload the 

data on the cloud. 

 

Data Upload: 

This module is dedicated for the process of uploading the 

content on the cloud server. Data owner have to select any data 

file (text) from the local machine in order to upload it on cloud 

server. To upload on the virtual cloud server the following 

mechanism required: 

 

File Uploading: 

The file uploading technique along with secrete key generation 

help to secure the upload data for a selected user only. The 

Owner using a secret key technique to make sure that uploaded 

data only share to a selected user. The following step use for 

uploading data 

 

1. Calculate frequency of each keyword in the document. 

 

2. Identify average frequency. 

 

3. Store title of the document in DB. 

 

4. Add the keywords in the title to the tag list. 

 

5. Select high frequency keywords in the document and  and add 

it into the tag list. 

 

6. Store the tag list into the database. 

 

7. Calculate TFidf 

For each word in a document. 

 

Term Frequency= (Frequency of that particular word in a 

document)/ Total no. of words. 

 

Inverse Document Frequency=log((total documents)/(no .of docs 

with the term)) 

 

8. Perform Normalization.(Will get document vector) 

9. Calculate cosine similarity for two document vectors. 

So for vector A = (a1, a2) and B = (b1, b2), the cosine similarity 

is given as: 

  (a1 b1 + a2 b2) / sqrt (a1^2 + a2^2) sqrt (b1^2 + b2^2) 

 

10. Calculate Average cosine similarity for all pairs of 

documents. 

 

11. Compare cosine similarity of current document with all 

existing clusters of keywords.  

 

12. Select cluster with maximum cosine similarity and add 

current keyword to that cluster. 

For new clusters check maximum cosine similarity value. If it is 

greater than threshold, then add to existing clusters. else create 

new cluster. 

Threshold scenario1 static: Threshold=0.9 

Threshold scenario 2: Threshold=Average cosine similarity for 

all pairs of docs. 

After clustering, 

1. Identify frequency of unique keyword in each cluster 

2. Identify high frequency keyword in each cluster. 

3. Store high frequency keyword along with cluster feature 

vector in backup. 

To understand the work of file uploading, we describe it in flow 

chart way: 

 

 
Figure.4.File uploading Flow 
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Figure.5. Searching and Indexing of a data 

 

Index Construction: 

A character-based or byte based searching method uses a 

character or characters (i.e., n-gram) as an indexing key unit. It 

stores each key (a character) with a list of all positions where it 

appears in a document collection 

 

For each cluster, constructs an index. 

1. finds the files in that cluster. 

2. retrieves high frequency keywords in all files in that cluster. 

3. Finds common characters in all the keywords. Maximum of 4. 

Eg:-ACDF. 

4. finds TFidf of top 10 high frequency keywords  in that cluster. 

Eg:- TFidf*1000 → for all top 10 keywords (bucket)→  xi → x1 

* x2 * x3 .... x10 → 13467 

5. concatenates ACDF13467-> This is the index for that cluster. 

 

Searching: 

Following steps will perform during searching. 

 

1.User inputs search keywords in textbox. 

2. Weighted Index  

3. Retrieval (Index Searching) performs index based searching. 

4. Byte based Index Searching. 

6. Performs Byte based analysis based on other part of index. 

7. Performs keyword searching on selected cluster. 

9. Identify keywords associated to index and similar search 

keywords. 

10. Display docs related to this index. 

 

Ranking: 

The ranking performed after the keyword get search from 

uploaded document by the data owner. Example fruits, tree, 

plant etc, keywords from different text files. while this keywords 

generated by the searching mechanism it create the TFidf tag 

with each keywords.  

 

- Search files which contains keywords entered for search. 

- From above step we will get list of files containing keywords. 

-  In search result files will be shown according to number of 

occurrences of keywords in selected files. 

 

The following we have example, how the ranking algorithm 

work in the project: 

Eg:- apple, fruit, tree, plant-(These are the search keywords) 

TFidf are, apple-10 

                  Fruit-8 

                   Tree-11 

                  Plant-4 

Doc2 contain apple and fruit->10+8=18 

doc1 → fruit, tree → 8 + 11  = 19 

doc3 → plant → 4. 

In the above mechanism of ranking, we have 3 documents (doc1, 

doc2, doc3) contains a search keywords. Each keywords having 

tag, of no. of time it appearances in the one document. (apple-10, 

fruits-8, tree-11, plant-4).If keywords repeated in more than one 

document. Then TFidf tags get increase (add the existing 

document keyword tag frequency with current document 

keyword of a same group data) and shows the high frequency 

occurs tag first in the search of a document. 

 

View Files: 

If data owner wants to see any specific file, this module provides 

the option. The output of search operation will provide the list of 

the files; the module will also have the option for deletion of 

specific file. 

 

File Share: 

This module provides the option for file sharing. The module is 

somehow depends on the View file module. After searching 

files, the data owner can select specific file(s) and select specific 

user(s) with whom he want to share with. 

 

 
Figure.6. File sharing flow 
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II. DATA USERS MODULES FLOW: 

 

Figure.7. Data user working flowchart 

 

Login/Registration: 

In order to be a part of domain, user needs to register on the 

portal. In order to register on the portal, user need to provide 

some personal information which will be stored at back-end. At 

the time of login the credentials Username and password will be 

used to authenticate the use 

 

View Files (Search): 

It is the core module for the Data user. In this module user    can 

search specific files (desired). User can search specific file by 

providing a tag (can be part of content or name of the file) in the 

searching bar, if the file exists for the particular tag value, the 

file title will be shown on the dashboard. In the case of wrong 

tag insertion for search, the returned output will be null. 

 

Download Files: 

This module depends on the Search module. After searching 

files if some files list returned, User gets option for downloading 

the files. User can select specific file and download it by 

providing the respected private key (which is mailed him/her by 

the data owner). 

 

Implementation platform: 

 

1. Application Server: Apache Tomcat 5.0: As we 

going to developed web application so, Apache Tomcat version 

5.0 implements the Servlet and Java Server Pages and includes 

many additional features that make it a useful platform for 

developing web applications and web services. 

 

2. Database Connectivity: JDBC 

As we are going to use java as front end language for our project 

so JDBC is used to Provide Database Connectivity from java to 

database. JDBC helps us to connect to a database and execute 

SQL statements against a database. JDBC API provides set of 

interfaces and there are different implementations respective to 

different databases. So JDBC performance is more beneficial 

than other database connectivity. 

 

3. Database: Mysql 

Mysql is characterized as a fast, robust database with a good 

feature so, this ability going to help in our project. Backing up 

the Mysql database takes forever so we can maintain our 

information forever. It also offers exceptional security features 

that ensure absolute data protection. 
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